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positions because what erosion they’ve had has
not been sudden. If it had happened quickly,
they would be pushed to make the changes they
need to make.” 

Changes that are not apparent as management
continues to experiment with formats and stays
away from incurring high advertising expenses to
support these brands. And while Sears’ legacy
brands in hardlines remains strong, Lands’ End
has failed to serve as well in softlines. “Over the
past few years, Sears has not done a very good job
of integrating Lands’ End into stores,” said
Whalin. “People are still buying online and
through the catalog, but people went into Sears
stores looking for Lands’ End and couldn’t find it;
and what they did find was a poor selection.” 

As Sears remodels more stores to the Grand con-
cept, it intends to merchandise its key brands and
departments as stores within the store. Already,
the concept has done a better job of positioning de-
partments, particularly softlines, than an older
full-line store. Retail consultant George Rosen-
baum of Leo J. Shapiro and Associates surveyed
shoppers at the first Sears Grand store shortly af-
ter it opened in Salt Lake City in September 2003,
and found shoppers were closely split between
hardlines and apparel when it came to naming the
product that brought them into the store. 

“They have a very healthy balance in attrac-
tion for soft and hard goods,” said Rosenbaum.
“There was reason to conclude that Sears had re-
ally created something that could be a solution
for an off-mall store.” 

Something the retailer will have time to ex-
plore as it moves ahead with the Grand format
and puts much of the operational work behind it. 

“The merger process is largely complete; we
have faced this challenge and now are focused
on running the business better each and every
day,” said Lampert. “We are firmly anchored
in the tasks of testing, adapting and execut-
ing. My goal is to see Sears Holdings become a
great company whose greatness is sustainable
for generations to come.” !

DSNRT: DURING THE FIRST YEAR, MUCH OF THE FOCUS HAS BEEN ON INTE-
GRATING THE TWO COMPANIES, SEARS AND KMART. HOW DO YOU THINK THE
PROCESS HAS GONE? 

LEWIS: It’s gone well. We’re fully integrated from a sup-
port standpoint. All the major functions are inte-
grated under the appropriate leaders and we’re
working hard to build a team that is focused on the
customer and the different customer segments. 

DSNRT: WHO IS THE SEARS CUSTOMER TODAY? 

LEWIS: From a hardlines perspective, we still dominate
with home appliances across multiple customer seg-
ments. In softlines, our customer is a female, 40 to 65
years old. She’s busy, needs solutions and is looking
for good value and excitement in the shopping experi-
ence. You must be functional, emotionally compelling
and exciting. They want high-quality, terrific value
and they want it on their terms. 

As to what customers want today from a customer
experience, I don’t care what socioeconomic level you
are, what your income levels are, I think [all cus-
tomers] have the same demands of excellence. They
want a terrific shopping experience, reliability and
more importantly, they want solutions.

DSNRT: CONSUMERS HAVE LONG HAD AN EMOTIONAL CONNECTION TO SEARS
AND ITS MANY LEGACY BRANDS. HOW ARE YOU MAINTAINING THIS EVEN AS

YOU SEARCH FOR THE RIGHT FORMAT TO PUT THEM IN?

LEWIS: There is an emotional connection and …  the
key is to make the formats more relevant and
more reliable as we move into the future.  

But this is not a return to tomorrow; it’s
a repositioning for the future. I think
we’re searching for that with Sears
Grand. It’s like NASA. We’re experiment-
ing—we’re learning and then launching.  

DSNRT: WE HEAR GETTING OUT TO STORES IS A HIGH PRI-
ORITY OF YOURS (LEWIS HAS VISITED APPROXIMATELY

1,200 STORES IN THE PAST YEAR).

LEWIS: I’m in stores on average three days a week, every
other Saturday. In January, I worked every Sunday.
It’s a passion. I go to another city for a meeting and I
go to four or five stores. I grade every visit A through F,
and those grades are sent to the stores within 24 hours
of my visit. If they’re bad grades, I expect actions to be
taken that will improve those grades. 

DSNRT: WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR? 

LEWIS: I watch how customers shop, how they use our
products, how they talk about our products. I look at the
interaction between our associates and our customers.
Half of my visits are announced, and in those visits I’m
looking to see how the stores are operating according to
our intentions and processes. I’m also looking to catch
people doing things right, so I can recognize good per-
formance so that it can reoccur or provide coaching on
things people can improve upon. 

Half of my visits are unannounced. I go in as a
customer, to have a customer experience with the
goal of communicating back to the organization
what it was like. To see whether or not we’re meet-
ing the expectations we have internally, and more
importantly the experience that customers have
externally. 

DSNRT: HOW HAS YOUR EXPERIENCE AS THE ANONYMOUS CUSTOMER CHANGED?

LEWIS: Both these businesses [Sears and Kmart]
needed to be turned around from a store operations
standpoint. We have improved dramatically in terms
of housekeeping standards, uniform standards and
presentation standards. I’m proud of that stuff, but
at the same time we’re still not best-in-class. There’s
still a tremendous amount of pressure on both store
organizations to improve our operating standards. 

The customer demands so much today. The price
of entry is the basics and when you’re not great at
the basics, just becoming good at them is not good
enough. We’ve seen improvement but there’s still
more to come. 

It’s been one year since the formation of Sears Holdings and senior
management has largely stayed out of the public eye, choosing to fo-
cus on the company rather than the press. But Aylwin Lewis, ceo of
Sears Holdings spoke with DSN Retailing Today senior editor
Laura Heller about the challenges of the past year, where the re-
tailer is today and where he believes it is headed. 

Aylwin Lewis, ceo 

A year and beyond at Sears Holdings

LEWIS Q&A CONTINUES ON PAGE 34
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DSNRT: WHILE THE STORE FORMATS ARE EVOLVING,
ONE THING REMAINS CONSTANT, AND THAT IS THE
STABLE OF SEARS’ BRANDS: CRAFTSMAN, KEN-
MORE, LANDS’ END AND MARTHA STEWART. BRANDS
THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO BOTH THE COMPANY AND
THE CONSUMER. ARE THESE THE CORNERSTONE OF
SEARS’ FUTURE?

LEWIS: Brand positioning, brand defin-
ition is very important to every com-
pany and the goal of great compa-
nies—great retailers—is to have a
brand positioning that defines who
you are, both to the marketplace and
internally. There are [just] two
things you can do: Either your ac-
tions are building the brand or your
actions and activities are destroying
the brand. 

We’ve been blessed with two great
brands [Sears and Kmart]. But they
need to be repositioned. We’re work-
ing hard to reposition both brands so
we can be competitive. 

And we have great proprietary
brands, so the goal is to define the
relationship between the big brand
positioning, which is Sears, and un-
derstand the relationship of it to
Kenmore, Craftsman, DieHard and
Lands’ End. That’s something we
are working on. All this allows you
to differentiate yourself from your
competition and that’s what great
brands can help do. Understanding
the power of brands and bringing
that to the company so we can be
competitive is very important. 

We do believe that stuff has be-
come a bit muddled in the past. Our
goal is to make it very crystal clear
to our consumers and the folks in-
side the company what these brands
stand for and how they can be pow-
erful in the marketplace. 

I don’t think we’ve been very clear
about what Sears stands for as a big
brand. I think about Kenmore, and
the advantages we have with that
great product. I don’t know when the
last time was that we really talked
about DieHard. I remember growing
up and seeing these great DieHard
commercials. Lands’ End we think is
a very powerful brand and we should
use it differently within the com-
pany. 

DSNRT: SPEAKING OF MESSAGING, YOU HAVEN’T
DONE MUCH IN THE PAST YEAR. WILL WE START TO
SEE MORE? 

LEWIS: The key is positioning the
brand, defining the segments and
finding the right messages to talk
to those segments. That’s work
we’re doing. We’ve hired Maureen
McGuire from IBM to be our chief

marketing officer for Sears Hold-
ings, and she’s helping us lead that
effort. (McGuire joined Sears in Oc-
tober 2005).

DSNRT: SO WE HAVE TO ASK, WHAT IS YOUR RELATION-
SHIP LIKE WITH CHAIRMAN EDDIE LAMPERT?

LEWIS: It’s great, a partnership. We
don’t do a lot of talking to the press,
so there’s a lot of speculation. And
that speculation is typically nega-
tive. I think there are a lot of people
that don’t want to see us succeed.

We have a lunch-pail mentality—
we’re keeping our nose to the grind-
stone. We’re working very hard in-
ternally and externally with our cus-
tomers to build a great retail com-
pany and one day it will show up in
the marketplace. 

We’re building for the long term.
We’ve been very focused on cus-
tomers, on teamwork, on our brands
and products. We’re doing the things
that are going to make us a great re-
tailer. The proof in the pudding will
be what happens in the marketplace
and our customers will let us know
when we’re successful. Not analysts,
not pundits. 

DSNRT: OF THE THINGS YOU’VE ACCOMPLISHED IN THE
PAST YEAR, WHAT ARE YOU THE PROUDEST OF? 

LEWIS: The senior team we have run-
ning the business today, and I will
highlight the notion of team. We’re
very focused on our values, on our
mission and on our customers. We
operate as a very cohesive team.
We don’t believe in silos, but that
all the functions have to operate
well to make a great retail
company and that’s what
we’re about. 

DSNRT: WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT? 

LEWIS: I’m not a worrier. But
this business is going to be
won by having great associates
that work for us at our
stores—and we have many.
They are very hardworking
and they love what we’re
doing, but we need more of
them. So what will make us
a great company is ensur-
ing that all the people that
work for us share our vision,
share our values and more im-
portantly share our passion
for solving problems for
our customers.

So if anything wor-
ries me, it’s how to
make sure that all our
great people understand
what it is that we’re try-
ing to do and provide an environ-
ment where they can be very com-
mitted to that. 

DSNRT: IF YOU COULD GET JUST ONE POINT ACROSS
WITH THIS INTERVIEW, WHAT WOULD IT BE? 

LEWIS: That we’re sticking to our knit-
ting. We’re going to be a great retail
company. The key is the work we’re do-
ing internally, and that will help us be
great. All the talk in the world about
what we’re going to do means nothing
to the [female] customer if you don’t
have the right product, at the right
price, and help her solve things for
herself and her life.

DSNRT: WHAT DO YOU THINK SEARS WILL LOOK LIKE A
YEAR FROM NOW?

LEWIS: I think we’ll see better execu-
tion in our stores and around our in-
stock position, I think we’ll see
friendlier associates. I think our cus-
tomers will say, “These folks are very
serious about satisfying our needs”
and I think we’ll be well on our way
to becoming excellent. !

LEWIS Q&A
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33

THE EXECUTIVE SUITE

While store formats are evolving, the one constant for Sears has
been trusted and steady store brands such as Craftsman,
Kenmore, Lands’ End and Ty Pennington.
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